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Magnetically Activated Plasmas
Pain relief, healing and regeneration
MAGNETIC HARMONIC FIELD IMPLOSION
Creating the Caduceus Cascade of BIO ACTIVE HEALING
Incorporating the unique GOLDEN RATIO HYDROGEN PLANCK
SCALING FACTOR used for ACCELERATED PHASE CONJUGATE
PAIN RELIEF and HEALING
What does our technology do?
MAGNETIC PHASE CONJUGATION is a magnetic cascade, which
eliminates pain and speeds healing. Our frequencies applied to our magnetic
field, produces an implosion of self-organizing BIOLOGIC Fields. What this
means is we now know precisely the magnetic and by analog-dielectric
FIELD which restores compression and is the FIELD SYMMETRY KEY to
healing and tissue regeneration. There are many other uses such as bone
regeneration and stem cell switching.
Successful trials have been conducted and measured for natural pain relief.
This device utilizes new principles which correctly impedance match external
pulsed magnetic fields to non-invasively correct neuronal and other biological
informational channels to reduce and eliminate pain. This device can be
utilized to treat chronic pain, current injury and surgical recovery and has
been successful in over 90% of patients in four major clinical trials.
A 100% of the patients received highly significant pain reduction in FDA trials
at the Sierra pain institute of Nevada. Treatment times are anywhere from
30-60 minutes and depend on the time of pain the patient has been in pain
and the source of the pain. As little as one treatment to as many as 15
treatments over a period of months shows high efficacy and no side effects.
This is a completely novel non-invasive pain reduction technology
Extensive preliminary evidence that PHASE CONJUGATE MAGNETICS can
not only reduce pain but also increase healing rate. We understand the
physics- because this creates the magnetic environment of restored
fractality- precisely the definition of healing in biologic tissue.

History
“Every cell in the body is designed to run at a voltage of -20 millivolts to -25
millivolts. We heal by making new cells. Making a new cell requires -50
millivolts. We get sick when our voltage drops below the operating voltage of
-20 millivolts. Thus all chronic disease is defined by having low voltage”
Jerry Tennant, MD Author “Healing is Voltage”
Higher Symmetry EM Theory
In thousands of animal experiments in France in the 1960s and '70s, Antoine
Prioré used scalar electromagnetics to cure terminal cancers, infectious
diseases, and restore suppressed immune systems. Government funding
was cancelled in 1974, and the technology was suppressed.
December 2002
Tom Bearden places 20 years of research into the Public Domain to
stimulate redevelopment of scalar EM healing (the “Porthole
Process”). Application of the “Porthole Process” can potentially cure cancer,
AIDS, SARS, anthrax, or ANY cellular affliction in 30-second
treatment. Genetic diseases can be similarly treatable.
Based on Prioré's successful results, Process simply amplifies the body's
natural regenerative ability to heal itself.
A different embodiment of the Patent can also be used to neutralize any form
of radioactive waste in minutes.
Relevance of the Priore Technology - Updated
•

Original Priore technology used plasmas for mixing: highly inefficient.
Only 1% of energy is emitted as longitudinal.

•

This technology had a low power density: Magnetically activated
plasmas take up a large volume, and the tube that Priore was
intending to use took up a large fraction of the building.
Here is our update and innovation to re create the Priore Effect

•

Solid-State nonlinear materials are used. This allows for an increase
of at least one order of magnitude for power density, and tighter
control for frequency and phase coherence.

•

An increase of phase coherence allows for the inclusion of different
wave forms, which can conceivably "steer" the probabilities into a past
for the organism to a state better than it started with. This is
necessary, as in some genetic conditions, a chronological "map"
results that means that the same condition will recur over time. In

order to prevent this, one must rewrite the "map", and restructure the
probabilities. This is true regeneration, in which he organism changes
to a less entropic state that will not be repeated in the future, similar to
what some simpler organisms, such as jellyfish, do, which are in a
state of virtual immortality.
•

This facilitates extremely rapid healing rates. Also with the increase in
power density and efficiency, a handheld unit is possible. One can
carry a unit that can cause tissue to mend in minutes in a backpack,
the size of an iphone. This is the ultimate first aid kit. As in the
Bearden Provisional patent, this can be included in all the gear
normally carried by a first-responder for rescue operations.

•

Cost: The original Priore plasma tubes were heavy and labor intensive
to construct, with mercury vapor and noble gases. The major
expenses were the tubes and drivers. In this new version, the solidstate emitters/mixers are a fraction of that cost, and robust enough to
carry into the field, without the fragility of noble gas tubes. New solidstate VLSI (Very Large Scale Integration) devices promise to shrink
the physical volume and production costs even further.

Conclusion:
A solid state version of the Priore machine is not only feasible with today's
technology, but would be in high demand by a public that is moving away
from chemically-based healing methodologies. The machine would have no
side effects, as opposed to the pharmaceutical approach and it's horribly
debilitating, health-compomising alternative
Reference:
www.Breakthru-Technologies.com
Contact
Roger Green
info@breakthru-technologies.com
+1 848 702 3779

Background
Patented new technology for non-invasive pain relief, free of side effects that
can be used continuously to target pain throughout the body. Based on
magnetic cascade, which eliminates pain and speeds healing. Trial testing
has been achieved in hospitals.
Non-invasive pain treatment and elimination
•

•
•

•

•

•
•

Patented new technology for non-invasive pain relief, free of side
effects that can be used continuously to target pain throughout the
body. Based on magnetic cascade, which eliminates pain and speeds
healing.
A clinically tested method of pain reduction - based on a related
principle of MAGNETIC PHASE CONJUGATION
This device utilizes new principles which correctly impedance match
external pulsed magnetic fields to non-invasively correct neuronal and
other biological informational channels to reduce and eliminate pain.
This device can be utilized to treat chronic pain, current injury and
surgical recovery and has been successful in over 90% of patients in
four major clinical trials. A 100% of the patients received highly
significant pain reduction in FDA trials at the Sierra pain institute of
Nevada.
Treatment times are anywhere from 30-60 minutes and depend on the
time of pain the patient has been in pain and the source of the
pain. As little as one treatment to as many as 15 treatments over a
period of months shows high efficacy and no side effects. This is a
completely novel non-invasive pain reduction technology.
As little as one treatment to as many as 15 treatments over a period of
months shows high efficacy and no side effects.
Extensive preliminary evidence that PHASE CONJUGATE
MAGNETICS can not only reduce pain but also increase healing rate.
We understand the physics- because this creates the magnetic
environment of restored fractality- precisely the definition of healing in
biologic tissue.
A Non-Technical Description of the Priore Process

Reference: This is a reprint from Dr. Tom Bearden “The Tom Bearden
Website”
Introduction
In the 1960's and 1970's, in France Antoine Priore built and tested
electromagnetic healing machines of startling effectiveness. In hundreds and
hundreds of rigorous tests with laboratory animals, Priore's machine cured a
wide variety of the most difficult kinds of terminal, fatal diseases known
today. Funded by the French government in the amount of several million
dollars, Priore's machines concretely demonstrated a nearly 100% cure of all

kinds of terminal cancers and leukemias, in thousands of rigorous laboratory
tests with animals. These results were shown to medical scientists as early
as 1960.
Many of the experiments and tests were done by prestigious members of the
French Academy of Sciences. Robert Courrier, head of the Biology Section:
and Secretaire Perpetuel, personally introduced Priore's astounding results to
the French Academy. The operation of the Priore machine was seemingly
incomprehensible. Many orthodox French scientists'some of them world
renowned'were outraged at the success of such a machine, shrilling that
science had nothing to do with "black boxes:." They loudly called upon the
inventor to explain the mechanism utilized by his machine, but the inventor
either wouldn't or couldn't explain the curative mechanism.
Priore certainly knew how to build the machine and make it work. It is
debatable to this day whether anyone'Priore included 'actually understood its
principle of operation. Neither the French Academy nor Antoine Priore knew
anything of phase conjugation at the time. In fact, the entire Western World
knew nothing of phase conjugation in the 1960's when Priore was getting his
finest results. At that time, only the Soviets knew of time-reversed waves.
Certainly Priore's machine was impressive.
Into a tube containing a plasma of mercury and neon gas, a pulsed 9.4
gigahertz wave modulated upon a carrier frequency of 17 megahertz was
introduced. These waves were produced by radio emitters and magnetrons in
the presence of a 1,000 gauss magnetic field. Experimental animals were
exposed to this magnetic field during irradiation, and the mixture of waves
(some 17 or so) coming from the plasma tube and modulating and riding the
magnetic field passed through the animals' bodies. Amongst other things, a
plasma can convert a transverse wave to a longitudinal wave. Also, phase
conjugate (time-reversed) waves can be produced by plasmas. Priore's
apparatus produced a scalar EM wave/signal with deliberately constructed, in
-folded
components
including
phase
conjugate
waves.

Previous page image: One of Priore's intermediate devices. This device
cured terminal cancers and leukemias in thousands of laboratory animals.
Photo Courtesy Bob Whitney
One may roughly view a cancer cell as a normal human cell gone "awry" and
out of control of the body's master cellular control system. The cancerous
cells, viewed as a sort of separate, parasitic group of cells, form a special
kind of organism having its own master cellular control system "level,"
immersed in the host's biopotential.*
*One strongly points out the relevance of Dr. Robert Becker's epochal
experiments proving that cells can be dedifferentiated and redifferentiated
electrically. Those experiments are strong indicators that the cancer cell
should be capable of being reverted to its more primitive state'that of the
normal cell'by electromagnetic means.
There is thus a specific, constant electromagnetic "delta" that
differentiates the parasitic cancerous "organism" from the normal human cellular organism.
This "delta" can be considered a sort of constant, complex-structured charge
existing in the body's atomic nuclei. It's exactly as if the body biopotential had
been charged up by Kaznacheyev's "death photons" for that specific cancer
condition. If this cancerous "delta" (which may be rather like a complex
intermodulation mix of waves)'or a frequency shifted "transform" of it to a
different frequency band'is phase conjugated, a specific healing delta
frequency pattern results. If phase conjugate replicas of a cancer's cell's
specific "delta" frequencies are fed into the body having that cancer, the
deviation of the cancer cell's master cellular control system will be "time
reversed." That will return the cancer cell to control of the animal's proper
master cellular control system. The cancerous cell will be immediately
destroyed, or reverted back to a normal cell of the animal.
A very similar process exists for just about every disease bacterium and
infectious agent that attacks the body.
Phase Conjugates of "Death Photons" are "Healing Photons"
The Kaznacheyev experiments in the Soviet Union proved that any cellular
death and disease pattern can be induced by a specific electromagnetic
pattern carried on an electromagnetic signal, if the target cells are
bombarded with the pattern-carrying carrier signals for a length of time. What

was not published of Kaznacheyev's work was the correspondent work
showing electromagnetic reversal of cellular death and disease conditions by
irradiating the diseased cell cultures by phase conjugate replicas of the
pattern-carrying induction signal.
In simplified terms, if an action in forward time induces a condition, then the
time-reversal of that action will reverse the condition. The concept is almost
laughably simple. The time-reversal of an electromagnetic disease process is
a specific healing process for that disease.
In his device, Priore internally structured the carrier photons
themselves'making them vacuum engines. He phase conjugated his vacuum
engines, and then passed these time-reversed vacuum engines down and
through a strong magnetic field which thoroughly penetrated all cells of the
biological organism being treated.
The scalar components (structured photons) representing the time-reversal
of the disease were absorbed and reradiated in all the cells, "charging up"
the nuclei of the atoms in the organism to some potential level of the exact
"healing and reversing pattern."
In the process, the cancer/leukemia pattern/charge also destroyed the cancer
calls, or converted them back to normal cells as appropriate.
As a highly simplified analogy, the complex signal - viewed as a scalar
Fourier expansion - represented a "stress" against any abnormal cellular
control system encountered and returned it to the normal cell's master
cellular control system of the body. Encountering the normal control system
in normal cells, it produced zero stress. Encountering the abnormal control
system in tumerous cells, it produced great stress on it, reverting it to the
normal control system of the body's normal cells. Thus to a normal cell the
Priore signal pattern acted somewhat as a comb passing through one's hair.
No interference occurred with the normal cell (one whose scalar control
pattern is phase-locked to the body's master cellular control system and in
phase with it). The Priore signal stimulated and "stroked" the normal cell, but
did not hurt it at all.
On the other hand, the scalar control pattern in and of an abnormal
(cancerous) cell is out of phase with the body's master cellular control
system, and is not phase-locked to it. Hence the Priore signal caused direct
interference with the abnormal cell's independent scalar control system. The
interference pattern constituted the reconstruction of normal energy directly
in the cancerous cell, and also jammed its abnormal scalar life signal. This
destroyed the cancerous cell by two mechanisms: (1) physical energy was
kindled directly in the abnormal cell, causing direct mechanical damage, and

(2) the cancerous cell, being an "independent living critter," had its scalar life
channel (connecting its primitive "mind" to its "body") jammed and stopped.
If the cancerous cell was reverted to a normal cell by the Priore stress before
being destroyed, it became just a normal cell and the Priore stress had no
further effect upon it.
The Effect is Universally Applicable. Any disease with cellular,
biochemical, or genetic basis can be cured in like fashion.
Priore's method, for example, was clearly shown to be able to completely
reverse clogging of the arteries with fatty deposits, and to be able to lower
the cholesterol level to normal, even in the presence of an abnormally high
cholesterol diet.
His method also showed complete mastery and cure of sleeping sickness
and trypanosome-induced illnesses.
Often Priore found that every cell of the body'even the hair' must be
irradiated and treated ("charged up") with the signal, for the disease pattern
was in every cell. The master cellular control system is holographic'the
pattern (substructured potential with its dynamic, oscillating components) is in
each component (each atomic nucleus, hence in each cell.)
Every structural level of the body larger than the cell also has its own
correlated pattern, or modulation, on the overall. A biological organism can
regenerate lost limbs, for example, if it can utilize its natural recovery process
in a Priore manner. Even though Priore's work was presented to the French
Academy of Sciences by Robert Courrier, the prestigious head of the Biology
Section, the Academy could not understand the device and its
functioning. That was because the Academicians knew nothing of scalar
electromagnetics, and phase conjugation, and the Priore machine was a
scalar electromagnetic device using phase conjugation.
In the Mid-70's It Ended
In 1974, a change of local government lost Priore his government supporters.
His support and funding were lost.
Ironically, Priore was just completing a 4-stories-tall apparatus capable of
radiating and treating entire human bodies. It would have been capable of
curing cancer and leukemia in humans rather than just in laboratory rats. (His
previous machines were much smaller, and only a small animal could be
irradiated whole-body. In that machine Priore used a "1amp," a special
section, in which 17 specific frequencies were mixed and modulated upon the
9.4 gigahertz carrier.

The large, special, phase-conjugating plasma tube for Priore's giant
device. The final machine would have treated humans "whole-body."
(Courtesy Bob Whitney)

The last device would have treated human patients "whole-body." The
cap assembly was on the third floor of the device. (Courtesy Bob
Whitney)
The machine was large enough to irradiate humans over their whole body. It
should have been capable of curing cancer and leukemia in two five-minute
irradiations, one week apart Capping assembly for the top of Priore's giant
plasma tube device..

While Priore was still alive, with my associates I spent nearly two years of my
life in an effort to bring the Priore device to market and into the mainstream of
medical research and development.
Robert Whitney, Frank Golden, and Tony Gideon played the major role,
going to France and negotiating directly with the Priore group and the French
government.
Verbal agreements with both the Priore group and with the French
government were obtained. The machines were to be built, assembled, and
tested in Bordeaux. Then they were to be dismantled and shipped to the
purchasers'large medical research and development laboratories where they
would be reassembled on site.
A group of wealthy backers was going to provide the necessary millions to
fund the effort. Final contracts were being drawn.
Mysteriously, all funding for the project was suddenly withdrawn. Our backers
were "leaned on" very hard and strongly threatened. Nothing we could do
could revive the project.
Priore never again recovered his funding, and later died. The machine fell
into disarray and was disassembled. However, the proof that the requisite
time-reversed signal can be produced, and will ride down a magnetic field, to
penetrate every cell and every atomic nucleus in the body, is already in the
present hard-core physics literature, if one knows where to look and how to
properly interpret the work.
The fact that such signals can reverse nearly every major cellular illness
condition of the body also has been proven by Priore and the scientists who
worked with him, and it is in the French scientific literature.
The Priore-type cure for AIDS and other diseases only requires the
necessary funding and personnel to be redeveloped and reestablished.
HERE'S HOW IT WORKS
In simple terms, it works like this. There are two mechanisms in the body of
concern to treatment of disease and recovery from disease and
damage. One is the immune system, which is like the soldiers on a
battlefield. It attacks the "bad guys" (the invaders) and destroys them. After
a great battle, usually it wins (or we would all die), and the battlefield is
littered with the residue. The immune system also has large "scavenger"
cells when then come in and "clean up the residue". Thereafter, the function
of the immune system is over. It does not "heal" anything, even its own
damaged cells.

The actual "healing" system in the body is the cellular regenerative system,
poorly studied, and in fact mostly studied by Becker. This is an
electromagnetic system, but of a rare kind not used in our common power
systems, communication systems, etc. Instead of using the common
transverse EM waves, this system uses longitudinal EM waves and timepolarized EM waves. Ugh! A time-polarized EM wave is an energy current in
the time domain, and the basis for such does appear in a very modern
physics theory called quantum field theory. There we are introduced to timepolarized photons, for example. The easiest way to "visualize" a timepolarized oscillation is that, instead of oscillating energy in space, the wave
oscillates the rate of flow of time just a little bit. So it is a "compression and
rarefaction of the local rate of flow of time", so to speak.
Anyway, just as biological systems used common electromagnetism,
frequency modulation, amplitude modulation etc. for eons before Maxwell
finally glued together magnetism and electricity, it has also used this "timedomain" type of "hidden" electrodynamics since the beginning. In fact, it
uses it to heal damaged cells, etc. It works this way:
After the Russians briefed Lawrence Livermore Laboratory scientists in 1972
about a strange kind of electromagnetic wave that would suddenly appear in
experiments and "restore order", modern phase conjugate optics was
born. In extremely simple terms, suppose you "squeeze" (pump) a little
particle of nonlinear mass with spatial-energy (normal) EM waves at certain
frequencies, and then "tickle" the rhythmically squeezed mass with a
separate little EM wave that you input. Oddly, the energy in the "pumping"
waves will be transformed into a strange kind of "backwards traveling" or
"crawfish" wave that backtracks the path that the little input wave took. In
short, this strange "time-reversed" wave in essence is in magnitude some
fraction or amplification of the input wave, and it propagates back along the
path taken by the input wave -- even if the input wave itself is already "gone"!
So with NORMAL pumping with spatial energy, we create an amplified timereversal spatial energy wave that REVERSES whatever the input wave did.
Here is the magic in the Priore process: If we pump (squeeze rhythmically) a
living cell in the TIME domain, we pump every part and point of it
simultaneously. So we produce an amplified "time-reversal force wave" on
each and every part of the mass-energy comprising the cell. The miraculous
thing is that we then precisely "time-reverse" the entire cell and all its parts -including the genetics itself -- back along the previous path through time that
the cell took in having changes occur to it -- such as diseases and damage!
Not only can we amplify and time-reverse the energy in a normal EM wave,
but we can now also amplify (shorten the time required to change) and timereverse the energy comprising a living mass.

We can gradually reverse the damaged or diseased cell back to an earlier
physical condition, before the damage or disease was there! The cell itself
gradually physically changes.
That is the basic mechanism, uncovered by this researcher, that every living
biological system uses to heal itself. That is the final mechanism that Becker
so ardently sought and so closely approached in his epochal work, and that
is the mechanism that was responsible for the astounding cures achieved by
the Priore team in France in the 1960s and early 1970s.
It took me 14 years to decipher that mechanism, so simply explained above.
Anyway, the body ages only because gradually the cellular regenerative
system deteriorates a bit, and so can no longer fully restore the cells back to
full youthful vigor. The aging process itself can also be reversed and "cured"
by precisely the same process. We emphasize that all the treatment does is
accelerate and enhance the human body's own natural healing mechanism -which still does not appear in our medical science, because the type of
electrodynamics used by the body's healing process has not even been
applied (and seldom even studied) by Western medical scientists.
A rigorous theoretical basis for the foregoing can now be established from
the pioneering advanced electrodynamics work of a few great pioneers, such
as Evans and Barrett. The electrodynamics that results is in fact a unified
field theory, which is now shown by those researchers. Particularly the
magnificent higher symmetry O(3) electrodynamics advanced by Evans has
"met in the middle" with Sachs' unified field theory, and so the combined
Sachs-Evans theory is now able to fully model and explain the mechanisms
involved.
Yet our scientific community remains hostile to the very notion of EM healing,
even though the natural healing mechanism used in all biological systems is
purely electrodynamics -- albeit a most unusual form of electrodynamics that
the medical scientists do not study.
I also found a way independently to greatly accelerate the Priore method,
and then discovered later that French researchers had previously uncovered
this mechanism, without at all understanding it. Nonetheless they first
demonstrated it. In the Priore method, one must irradiate the entire body of
the patient (or animal subject) with longitudinal EM waves, made from
plasmas, etc. Priore embedded these waves in rippling magnetic field
carriers, to guarantee that the deepest bone marrow was penetrated and
exposed to the non-ionizing radiation. Irradiation with longitudinal waves
stimulates the body to produce a little more of the time-polarized "pump"
waves, hence achieves some "pumping" of the required type in the living
cells. That results in "time-reversal" of the damaged cells back to health; in
short, an accelerated natural healing process.

In the new method, if the exact spectrum of EM radiation FROM a diseased
or cellularly-damaged body is captured and amplified, and then fed back into
the body, one finds a very strange process occurs. Imagine that you have a
great ship with portholes, and there are many dynamic processes ongoing in
that ship, which all emit light, etc. The light reflects from many things in the
ship, but eventually emerges from the portholes. Now imagine that you could
put back in stronger light precisely anti-parallel to the emerging light, of
exactly the same frequency, waveform, patterning, etc. All that amplified light
energy would now travel backwards through all those (assumed) reflection
paths, and arrive back at all the original processes. But the arriving energy is
greater than the ongoing emerging energy, so the processes get "reversed"
back to a previous state of operation.
In short, the "porthole" effect uses only ordinary EM radiation, but very
precisely and very carefully measured and tailored. Yet it will also engender
the same time-domain pumping back in all the deep interaction of the body,
in every cell and every part of it. In short, we get a direct and very quick
time-reversal of all those physical processes.
This method is very dramatic, and very quick (less than one minute
irradiation). It is also agonizing to the patient during irradiation (it has been
done surreptitiously on dogs, e.g., by a researcher who wisely conceals his
identity) and did rejuvenate an aged, crippled German shepherd.
All of this, properly funded with a great scientific team carefully chosen, can
provide a revolutionary new medical therapy. There are no such things as
"resistant pathogens" to the process; everything is mass energy and just get
backed up right out of there. Indeed, the exchange between the pathogen
and the host's immune system, where the pathogen finally succeeded in
tricking or avoiding the immune system (as in AIDS), is also reversed back
out of there, and the immune system is also restored to full vigor. The result
is that the immune system now recognizes the pathogens again completely,
and goes after them vigorously. In short, the body is again able to use its full
healing power against the "resistant" organism again, completely negating
the "deception" that was achieved by the pathogen.
But this science will never be born from the official science community,
because those who control the funds for research will simply not allow it. It
will require a private group or private wealthy person to fund the research
necessary to do it.
Let us hope that the day comes when the funds are available, and we then
do get on finally with developing a science of total healing, to replace and
augment the present medical science of cut, burn, kill, and vaccinate.
In response to a further query on this subject, Dr. Bearden responds:

I know of no other reference to time-reversing the cells electromagnetically
than my own papers.
In biology, the change of a cell to a previous or "more primitive" state is
called dedifferentiation. The change of a cell "forward" or to a "more
specialized" state is called "differentiation". So the change of the cell back to
a more primitive state or forward to a more specialized state is well-known.
Another area involved is cellular regeneration. Robert Becker's work is
probably the best and most advanced example of the state of the art of the
study that has been done of the "cellular regeneration system", particularly
from the standpoint of inducing changes in it by electromagnetic
means. Becker did, I feel, induce the phase conjugation effects, but during
much of his work (earlier, 1960s) modern phase conjugate optics had not
even been born. It eventually got started after Russian researchers briefed
U.S. researchers at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory about a strange
EM wave in reactions that would come back out and "restore order" in
disordering processes. Even then, it really did not get well underway until
about 1979 or 1980, except for a handful of U.S. researchers such as Yariv
and Fisher.
So Becker's work used ordinary EM electromagnetics, without the phase
conjugate part of the theory -- but his work did show some of the effects. He
certainly was able to stimulate regeneration or partial regeneration of limbs in
certain test species.
As another problem, even today phase conjugate electromagnetics does
NOT deal with reversing mass-energy itself, so that the mass is "timereversed". Instead, it is concerned only with forming a time-reversed replica
of an input wave (as in 4-wave mixing). The beauty of the process is that the
two oppositive "pump" waves add energy to the phase conjugate replica
wave that is born in response to the stimulus wave (called the "signal"
wave). So the resulting time-reversed wave may have greater energy than
the stimulus way to which it responded. But some of the characteristics are
most interesting. The stimulated time-reverse wave will "travel" or appear
back along through space over the exact path, point by point, that the
stimulus or input wave took when it came in. (This is the simplest case; it is
possible to force the emitted time-reverse wave in the forward direction as
well, etc.).
Here is the point: We may consider the energy in an ordinary EM wave to be
oscillating in a plane (the wavefront) which is traveling at the speed of
light). In short, the energy exists in two dimensions in its oscillation, but the
entire "carrier plane for the oscillation" is moving.
In a mass, the mass-energy is three dimensional, not two dimensional, and it
is not confined to a plane wavefront. Hence standard "two-dimensional wave

in space" pumping will not reverse the mass. It will simply produce nonlinear
wave effects, such as phase conjugating incoming "signal" wave or some of
the "signal' waves present in the mass.
So the problem in returning the mass-energy includes several
requirements: (1) the 3-dimensional energy (highly compressed) that is the
mass-energy is what must constitute the "signal wave", (2) the pumping must
pump every single point in the mass, throughout its interior, simultaneously,
else we are not pumping 3-dimensional energy but are pumping "surface"
wise or 2-dimensionally, (3) the domain in which we pump ("squeeze") must
therefore be what is called "multiply connected" to every point in that 3-space
object (mass), and so (4) that is a characteristic of time (the time domain,
since at a single point it time, every spatial point in the universe exists), and
(5) it must be a localized time-domain pumping, so that only the mass or its
close vicinity is pumped. Only by fulfilling all those requirements can we
"pump the mass -- such as the human body or the body of a test animal -- in
the time domain, thereby time-reversing the cells back to a previous earlier
(healthy) condition.
In France, Pautrizel did some experiments with immature baby rats that
clearly proved that time-reversal was involved. He infested the rats (whose
immune system was still very immature and not very strong) with
trypanosomes. Then he applied the Priore treatment, which restored the
cells back to their previous condition and the immune system back to its
previous system. However, the time reversal does not kill the trypanosomes,
so the pathogens are still present. And the baby rats' immune systems were
still very immature and unable to cope with the pathogens. Hence those rats
all died. Yet mature rats with fully developed immune systems, infected the
same way and treated the same way, resulted in the re-invigorated and
strong immune systems dispatching the pathogens in short order, so that the
rats all lived. In short, he really did show that the EM non-ionizing radiation
was in some manner time-reversing the cells of the treated body back over
the paths they had taken in time.
Hence he demonstrated that, somehow, those five conditions were being
achieved by the odd EM irradiation that Priore had established from
stimulated plasmas in plasma tubes.
Becker showed that the cellular regeneration system also restores the cells,
and is stimulated and amplified electromagnetically. But he could not
achieve quite such startling results, since he used ordinary EM radiation and
not specialized EM radiation coming from plasmas.
That was the arena into which I stepped. The first problem was how to "pump
in the time domain". In quantum field theory, there are several polarizations
of the photon: (1) the regular transverse photon, which we model as the
energy oscillating sideways -- and this produces and constitutes the ordinary

EM transverse wave. That is the "energy oscillating in the plane of the
wavefront, while the wavefront travels at light speed". (2) the longitudinal
photon, in which the energy vibrates along the line of motion of the photon,
like an accordion contracting and expanding along that direction of travel as it
travels. (3) the time-polarized or "scalar" photon, in which the oscillation is
"outside" 3-space and is oscillating in the time-dimension (time-domain).
Thus one has to discover how to make time-polarized EM waves, which do
not appear in any straightforward fashion in Western literature. I eventually
worked out a proposed mechanism for that (the mechanism remains to be
experimentally proven, but I am even surer of it now than when I first
discovered it some years ago). At any rate, at least in theory I finally had my
required time-polarized EM wave, so that one could "pump" or "squeeze" the
mass in the time-domain, and hence do what is required for mass-reversal
back through its path through time.
This is NOT "time-travel" in the conventional science fiction sense. In timetravel, the entire universe except the observer would have to be timereversed back to a previous condition, while the observer continued to age
normally (move in his forward time). This does not do that at all. What it
does do, is take one piece of the universe and change it back to a previous
state. While it is uncomfortable for scientists to think in such terms,
nonetheless de-differentiation of cells -- e.g., as rigorously shown by Becker
and others -- clearly shows that cells can be "retroregressed" or whatever
name one chooses to call "time-reversal". So it is a fact, experimentally
demonstrated.
Becker's work, e.g., is applied to cure otherwise intractable bone
fractures. Trickle currents or pulsed EM is applied between silver electrodes,
one on each side of the fracture. So (1) a potential exists in the area, and (2)
a field also exists. Eventually, new cells of the type that make bone are
deposited in the fracture and it is healed.
Becker revealed the startling thing that happens. The RED BLOOD CELLS
entering the area undergo remarkable changes. First, they shuck their
hemoglobin and grow nuclei -- which is dedifferentiation back to a previous
state, before they differentiated into red blood cells. Then the re-differentiate
(move forward in time) but to the type of cells that make cartilage! However,
that is not what is required, so these cells AGAIN re-differentiate (move
forward in time) to the type of cells that make bone. These are then
deposited in the fracture site, closing the site and healing the fracture.
We worked out the underlying type of unified field effects that would be
required for those types of changes. We also worked out a proposed manner
in which time-domain pump waves were produced in that fracture
site. Interestingly, so long as there was a "difference" between the type of
cell being pumped (in this case, the red blood cells in the area), the pumping

continued and was therefore continually acting to ELIMINATE THAT
DELTA. Hence the changes in the pumped active cells were continually
being redirected toward bone cells.
By studying Becker's work and his proposed EM composition of the cellular
regeneration system, it became clear that the above mechanism, expanded,
was being used by the cellular regeneration system to restore cells. This
gave an entirely new function to the potentials in the cells and in their parts. I
already knew (from Whittaker's 1903 paper) that the scalar potential is
actually comprised of sets of longitudinal EM phase conjugate wavepairs. From this, it became obvious (if my proposed creating mechanism for
producing time-polarized EM waves was correct) that the cellular
regeneration system was capable of weakly producing time-polarized EM
waves, and hence was capable of "pumping" the cells in the timedomain. And therefore capable of time-reversing the mass-energy of the
entire pumped cell.
That's about as simple as I can lay it out.
Hope this helps and perhaps answers the question.
References and research By Dr. Bearden Reference:
The Tom Bearden website
History of Medical electrotherapy
(Roger Green’s editorial note: This is different to magnetic pain relief- but
some of its principles are similar)
This is a brief review of the history of electrotherapy. Pain has been relieved
by electricity since ancient times, at first by means of applying live electric
fish to the tender part to cause numbness. The earliest references to the use
of electricity in medicine was the use of the Mediterranean torpedo fish, a
variety of electric ray. Aristotle and the historian Pliny both referred to the
effect of this fish. Scironius Largus described its application for the treatment
of gout. Dioscorides, the famous physician who founded the Western Materia
Medica, Galen, and Paul of Aegina advised treatment by electric shock from
this fish for the treatment of headache.
In 1650, von Guericke built an electrostatic machine containing a sulfur ball
rubbed by hand. The first recorded observation of the use of electricity
specifically for medical purposes in Europe was attributed to Kratzenstein,
Professor of medicine at Halle . Jallabert, professor of physics at Geneva , is
said to have been the first electrotherapist, for in 1747 he effected some
improvement in a locksmiths arm that had been paralyzed for 15 years.
Jallabert noted that when sparks were drawn from the arm, muscle
contractions were noted.

But once frictional machines were found to produce electro-static electricity
(Franklinism) in the mid 18th century the use of living organisms was
discontinued. By the late 18th century Galvani had rediscovered the fact that
animals developed electricity spontaneously.
Volta discovered a chemical means of producing electricity from the first form
of battery or voltaic pile without recourse to animal tissues or frictional
machines whose efficiency varied with atmospheric conditions. This
discovery led to the medical use of direct current (Galvanism). Its ability to
cause necrosis by electrolytic means was employed in the destruction of
tumours. Galvanism was also applied to needles, hence the first form of
electroacupuncture pioneered by Berlioz and Sarlandiére. For the first time
the combination of electrotherapy and oriental ideas about needling were
brought together. Furthermore these early experimenters showed how
stimulation of the nervous system brought profound relief from pain.
In the early 19th century Faraday's work on the production of alternating
currents and his understanding of electrolysis provided medicine with the
escape that was required from the dangers of Galvanism. A variety of safer
alternating and interrupted currents (Faradism) have been employed in
electrotherapy ever since, particularly in the form of electroacupuncture,
TENS (Transcutaneous Electrical Stimulation) and Dorsal Column
Stimulation. The popularity of electrotherapy fell during the early part of the
20th century as no one knew how its effects were obtained. However now we
know how afferent nerve fibres respond to different frequencies and
amplitudes, electrotherapy permits the modern practitioner to stimulate the
nervous system in a number of different ways to induce the selective
production of various monoamines, amino acids and peptides in the central
nervous system. However more experiments are required to make
electrotherapy realise its true potential in stimulating the patient's own pain
relieving substances.
Some electrotherapy pioneers:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Benjamin Franklin
Galvani and Volta
Michael Faraday
Andre Ampere and George Ohm
Nikola Tesla & Georges Lakhovsky
Royal Raymond Rife
Frederick Finch Strong, M.D., Tufts Medical School, Boston
George Crile, Sr.
Albert Abrams
Harold Saxton Burr, Ph.D.

20th Century
Royal Raymond Rife was perhaps the most brilliant and persistent scientist in
history. Where technology didn't exist, Rife invented it ; the very first
micromanipulators, micro-dissectors, and heterodyning ultraviolet
microscopes. He won 14 govt. awards for scientific discoveries, and a
medical degree (hon.) from the University of Heidelberg .
Millionaires like Henry Timken financed Rife's work, such as the Universal
Microscope, with its 5,682 parts. With this superb microscope, Royal
Raymond Rife became the first human being to actually see a virus. After
nearly 20,000 unsuccessful attempts,
Rife finally isolated and identified the human cancer virus, and named it
"Cryptocides Primordiales". Rife inoculated 400 lab animals with this virus,
created 400 tumors, and then eliminated every cancer tumor by using his
instrument to modify its electronic signature. This is all chronicled in "The
Cancer Cure That Worked".
Rife used the same technology for other "incurable" diseases. Constructing
his own equipment, he painstakingly analyzed the precise energetic
signature unique to each. Because the viruses and dwarf bacteria visible to
the human eye in Rife's Universal Microscope were alive, stained with light,
not dyes, Rife could experiment with precise radio and light frequencies or
"wave form healing," and destroy these deadly pathogens under his
microscope. By exposing disease organisms to highly modified forms of their
own unique electromagnetic pattern of oscillation, Rife discovered he could
destroy them (and nothing else) by the millions. How is this possible?
Every biochemical compound oscillates at its own distinct frequency pattern.
Therefore, every living thing has its own unique electromagnetic signature,
and this pattern is genetically determined--and thus unlike any other species.
Therefore, RIFE THERAPY IS ONE OF THE VERY FEW ANTIMICROBIAL
THERAPIES KNOWN TO BE FREE OF ANY SIDE EFFECT. Unfortunately,
Rife's scientific theories and method of treatment conflicted with orthodox
views and that of Morris Fishbein, then president of the AMA who demanded
to own stock in his company. When he refused, his work was stopped and
both the research and the treatments were forced underground as the story
goes in Barry Lynes book THE CANCER CURE THAT WORKED, FIFTY
YEARS OF SUPPRESSION.
And nothing has changed recently. These are just a few of the distinguished
medical doctors who have been harassed and persecuted in the last 50
years for discoveries that threatened the health care industry - Doctors
Revici's work on nutrition and cancer, (editors note- you must read this book),
Dr. Burzynski's work on immune therapy and cancer, Dr. Livingston's findings

of cancer pathogens in chicken meat, Dr. Burton's work on immune therapy
and cancer, W.F. Koch and Glover's works on Balneology, Coley's and
Lincoln's cancer vaccines, Priore and Naessens, both French scientists.
Alternative cancer cures are immensely popular. This is largely due to the
failure and expense of conventional cancer treatments. Numerous studies
question the value of American-style mainstream medical cancer treatments,
and Dr. Andrew Weil freely admits in his books that cancer is one of the
diseases that mainstream medicine indeed has trouble handling.
In 1893, Nikola Tesla described in a magazine article the remarkable effects
upon himself and his assistants resulting from their exposure to the action of
alternating currents of exceedingly high voltage and frequency during some
research work. He prophesied that when electrical oscillations were fully
understood and applied by physicians that a universal healing agent - one
which would so increase the vital energy and resistive reaction of the human
body as to enable it to throw off all disease. The high frequency currents, in
short, act as vitality boosters - no other form of electricity will do this.
Galvanism, Faradism, Static electricity are all valuable agents in the hands of
the Electrotherapeutic specialist, but have little direct action in promoting cell
vitality and growth, as do the high-frequency currents when properly applied
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Magnetically Activated Plasmas
Pain relief, healing and regeneration
Company & Registered Offices:
Breakthru-Technologies NYC
Brief Description:
New technology for non-invasive pain relief, free of side effects that can be
used continuously to target pain throughout the body. Based on magnetic
cascade, which eliminates pain and speeds healing. Trial testing has been
achieved in hospitals.
Benefits and Features:
This device can be utilized to treat chronic pain, current injury and surgical
recovery and has been successful in over 90% of patients in four major
clinical trials. A 100% of the patients received highly significant pain reduction
in FDA trials at the Sierra pain institute of Nevada. Market place entry:
Hospitals, alternative healing clinics and private home use
Stage of Development:
Build new prototype
2nd stage clinical trials for FDA approval
Investment Opportunity:
$500,000 -1M for percentage shareholding
Extra Information:
Extensive preliminary evidence that PHASE CONJUGATE MAGNETICS can
not only reduce pain but also increase healing rate. We understand the
physics- because this creates the magnetic environment of restored
fractality- precisely the definition of healing in biologic tissue.
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